
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
issue

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of
program segment

Clinton's Lincoln, 
Douglas 
Elementary 
Schools Welcome 
New Pre-K 
Coordinator

Jan. 4, 2019 8:10 am 2:20 Education

Clinton 
Elementary School
To Host World 
Renown Children's 
Author in April 

Jan. 11, 2019 8:15 am 3:00 Education

Clinton Pre-K 
Screenings Set For 
Late March

Feb. 21, 2019 4:15 pm 3:40 Education

New Clinton 
Schools Pre-K 
Coordinator 
Planning Seminar 
to Help Parents 
Establish a Routine
With Kids

Feb. 28, 2019 7:15 am 2:45 Education

Clinton Schools To
Bring STEM 
Curriculum to 
Junior High

March 21, 2019 12:10 pm 3:15 Education



>>Clinton's Lincoln, Douglas Elementary Schools Welcome New Pre-K Coordinator

If you have children in the Pre-K program at the Clinton School district, you likely have 
been contacted by the new Pre-K Coordinator.

If you have not, Principal Beth Wickenhauser says you will soon be contacted by Lauren
Johnson, who is joining the district in a role that will allow her to assist Wickenhauser 
and the district's Pre-K staff.

Cut 1: prekcoord1        :65        CUE: item addressed

Wickenhauser points out, hiring Johnson as their new Pre-K coordinator was an 
opportunity that came about thanks to a change in the state's application for Pre-K 
dollars. The Clinton Pre-K program is funded through a grant from the State of Illinois.

Cut 2: prekcoord2        :45        CUE: improves a little bit

Wickenhauser anticipates Johnson has been learning about their Pre-K program since 
November. Johnson will be reaching out to the community in the coming weeks and 
months as she begins to get more involved in her new role. 



>>Clinton Elementary School To Host World Renown Children's Author in April 

The second semester is starting with a bang at Clinton Elementary School with news 
announced Thursday that well-known children's author Patricia Polacco will be at the 
school for a pair of presentations in April.

Christina Soberalski says it was a long time coming but she is excited to have Polacco 
coming to Clinton.

Cut 1: polacco1        :52        CUE: participate in

Soberalski indicates Polacco writes from a real-life perspective and targets students in 
the second through junior high school age.

Cut 2: polacco2        :51        CUE: favorite ones

Getting to see an author who actually wrote a book students like means a lot to students. 
Soberalski says it can be more meaningful than watching a movie or reading an article 
about the author.

Cut 3: polacco3        :65        CUE: a lot better

Polacco will be at Clinton Elementary School April 29. The school is taking up 
fundraising efforts to pay for Polacco's appearance. Hear more about that next week on 
Regional Radio News. 



>>Clinton Pre-K Screenings Set For Late March

Now is the time to get your child scheduled for their pre-k screening.

Pre-K Coordinator Lauren Johnson indicates they are taking registrations now for their 
March 18-21 pre-k screenings. She says you can call or email her about setting up a time
but she's also going to be available March 4 and 7 from noon to 6 pm to meet with any 
parents that have questions before they get registered.

Cut 1: prekscreen1        :49        CUE: either of them

Principal of Lincoln and Douglas Elementary Schools, Beth Wickenhauser explains the 
screenings take about 30-45 minutes and they work with children between ages 3 and 5 
to assess their readiness for pre-k.

Cut 2: prekscreen2        1:13        CUE: a spot for em

Wickenhauser indicates their pre-k grant has allowed them to expand their numbers and 
also bring Johnson to the district staff. She says the grant is a great resource for the 
community to provide pre-k classes for its youth.

 Cut 3: prekscreen3        :57        CUE: other people in

Right now, 120 students are enrolled in the pre-k and points out they take students with 
developmental delays first and they enroll right when they turn 3 years old, which may 
come in the middle of the school year. 

To get registered for the upcoming pre-k screenings March 18-21, you can contact 
Johnson with a phone call to 217-650-9382 or email ljohnson@cusd15.org. 



>>New Clinton Schools Pre-K Coordinator Planning Seminar to Help Parents Establish 
a Routine With Kids

Is your house chaotic at bedtime? Do you have a hard time getting kids out the door or 
to go to school? Perhaps a seminar coming up next week could help.

Pre-K coordinator at Clinton Schools, Lauren Johnson indicates their 'establishing 
routines for preschoolers and their families' seminar will be next Wednesday night at 
6:30 pm at Lincoln School gym and next Thursday morning at 11 am at the Clinton 
YMCA Community Room. She says it's a chance to set a plan to get your young kids on 
a routine you set.

Cut 1: routines1        :52        CUE: registration that day

Principal of Lincoln and Douglas Elementary Schools in Clinton, Beth Wickenhauser, 
says kids with routines find comfort in know what is next in their day. She says it makes 
them better-behaved individuals as well.

Cut 2: routines2        :47        CUE: helps with behaviors

Additionally, Wickenhauser says establishing a routine will help children get more sleep,
adding, a lot of parents underestimate how much sleep their young kids need.

Cut 3: routines3        :35        CUE: they can't control

Childcare will be available for the March 7 seminar with light refreshments available. 
The March 8 seminar will offer a light lunch as well. You can RSVP to the seminar by 
contact Johnson via phone at 217-650-9382 or by emailing ljohnson@cusd15.org. 



>>Clinton Schools To Bring STEM Curriculum to Junior High

Clinton Junior High School students will have the option of taking STEM classes next 
year.

Superintendent of Clinton Schools, Curt Nettles indicates they are working to bring 
science, technology, engineering and math classes, or STEM, to their junior high school 
students next year as those become increasingly popular across the state and the country.
April 26 will be a STEM day in the school. 

Cut 1: jrhighstem1        :48        CUE: just a number of things

Some districts are fully involved in STEM curriculums while others are increasing the 
offerings they have. Nettles says Clinton is not as far along as others, so this is one step 
in moving forward.

Cut 2: jrhighstem2        1:19        CUE: we need to do

Because most children possess such a great deal of knowledge and know how with 
technology in today's world, Nettles believes a lot of teachers are going to have to take 
on a role of facilitator rather than a teacher.

Cut 3: jrhighstem3        :35        CUE: how this works

Right now, the curriculum is in the planning stages but Nettles indicates this will be a 
very hands-on course for students. 



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
issue

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of
program segment

Clinton Road 
Crews Face 
Challenges In 
Preparing For 
Summer 
Maintenance 
Projects

Feb. 5, 2019 12:10 pm 3:45 Local Government

Clinton Sales Tax 
Numbers Continue 
To Be Up and 
Down

Feb. 20, 2019 7:15 am 1:45 Local Government

Clinton Starting To
Analyze Impacts of
Minimum Wage 
Hike

Feb. 22, 2019 8:10 am 4:55 Local Government

City of Clinton 
Joining Natural 
Gas Aggregation 
Process

Feb. 28, 2019 4:15 pm 3:45 Local Government

Clinton City 
Commissioner 
Dunks On 
Governor After 
Proposal To Slash 
Funds To Local 
Communities

March 5, 2019 12:13 pm 3:45 Local Government



>>Clinton Road Crews Face Challenges In Preparing For Summer Maintenance Projects

After a record-setting cold followed by an 80-degree improvement in temperature, the 
last thing likely on the minds of Clinton residents is the status of the summer 
maintenance schedule, but that is exactly what Public Works Director Steve Lobb is 
thinking about.

Planning and evaluation are primarily at the front of mind for Lobb and his crews. He 
indicates they are evaluating areas that need improvement and where the limited dollars 
they have can go the farthest.

Cut 1: summerstreets1        :36        CUE: summer maintenance program

According to Lobb, the majority of the funds for summer work comes for the motor fuel 
tax and those have been pulled from cities' revenue streams for many years now.

Cut 2: summerstreets2        :48        CUE: down at our level

As dollars dwindle and dwindle from the budgets for annual street work, Lobb notes the 
costs of construction continue to go up and that is causing a problem.

Cut 3: summerstreets3        :60        CUE: utilizing them correctly

Among the challenges of keeping up with road work locally, Lobb says the inevitable 
mandates from lawmakers hand down and most just increase the cost of a project.

Cut 4: summerstreets4        :52        CUE: quickly as we can

Lobb says there are projects that need attention now and the list is only going to grow 
and he notes that is going to lead to some areas only getting worse before they get better.



>>Clinton Sales Tax Numbers Continue To Be Up and Down

The ebb and flow of sales taxes in Clinton continue as the latest report begins to show a 
trend in the months that have proceeded the closure of the Clinton Walmart.

City Administrator Tim Followell indicates the sales tax dollars are in an up and down 
trend right now and points out, the vehicle sales at local dealerships can sway figures a 
lot more than all the purchases at a retail store.

Cut 1: taxflow1        :52        CUE: difference in that world

While the loss of Walmart was certainly a big loss for the community, Followell says the
up and down nature of the sales tax figures was a trend long before Walmart closed.

Cut 2: taxflow2        :32        CUE: but yes

As sales tax figures remain up and down, the City will face further funding challenges in
the wake of the minimum wage hike that is on it's the way to the Governor. 

Tune in later this week as Followell outlines the things the City of Clinton will have to 
think about as that legislation gradually becomes law. 



>>Clinton Starting To Analyze Impacts of Minimum Wage Hike

You may not think that much about it, but the minimum wage hike could have a deep 
impact on the community of Clinton.

Tim Followell indicates the starting salaries they offer to certain employees is not that 
significant and a minimum wage hike to $15 over the next several years could have a big
impact. He notes it is something they have been looking into for a few years and are now
serious about. 

Cut 1: cityminwage1        :55        CUE: head that way

According to Followell, plan on hearing more about what the City has planned, whether 
it be fewer employees in a department or fewer first responders to the scene. He says 
almost every part of local government will be impacted.

Cut 2: cityminwage2        :

Local businesses are already thinking about how this is going to impact them. Followell 
says he's made contact with a number of the community's business leaders and they too 
are wondering what is next for them with this change. 

Cut 3: cityminwage3        :59        CUE: in some fashion

While businesses can raise prices on their goods or services, Followell says there's 
nothing for government to raise their prices on. The next best option is to raise taxes 
which he points out they are doing their best to refrain from.

Cut 4: cityminwage4        :41        CUE: with what you're doing

The $15 an hour minimum wage became law earlier this week when Governor Pritzker 
signed it ahead of his budget address where he touted it further. 



>>City of Clinton Joining Natural Gas Aggregation Process

Just like the city did a few years ago for electric aggregation, now the city is joining a 
natural gas aggregation group.

City Administrator Tim Followell says the city will join Monticello and a few other 
small communities to try to save homeowners on their natural gas bills. The city is 
joining the process late so it is going to be in motion very quickly.

Cut 1: gasaggregation1        :58        CUE: and move forward

A recent change by Ameren opened up the possibility for communities to come together 
and go out to bid for their natural gas pricing.

Cut 2: gasaggregation2        :51        CUE: also

Followell hopes this will be a good savings opportunity for residents as wintertime bills 
tend to run a little more expensive because of the consumption of more natural gas.

Cut 3: gasaggregation3        :52        CUE: better deal

Followell stresses all residents are automatically enrolled in the program but have the 
option to opt out if they choose. He notes that the option will come in the form of a 
mailing. Additionally, their provider, Good Energy, will never come knocking on your 
door, so be aware of other vendors trying to take advantage of this change. 



>>Clinton City Commissioner Dunks On Governmor After Proposal To Slash Funds To 
Local Communities

Clueless and ignorant.

That is how Clinton Commissioner of Finance Tom Edmunds described Democratic 
Governor JB Pritzker's knowledge of local government after proposals to slash vital 
funding sources to communities in Illinois.

Cut 1: edmundsdunks1        :68        CUE: small governments operate

Edmunds comments followed an update on the local sales tax figures which continue to 
show positive results following the closure of Walmart last summer.

Cut 2: edmundsdunks2        :11        CUE: under the line yet

Monday night at the Clinton City Council meeting...

>>The Council approved an agreement with the DeWitt County Emergency 
Management Agency for a cost of $15,000 to paid in four quarterly installments of 
$3,750.

>>The Council approved the purchase of a radiodetection locator for the sewer 
department for $3,596.60.

>>The Council approved for the City to go out for bids as a part of Municipal Gas 
Aggregation.



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
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Program or
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Time aired Duration Description of
program segment

DeWitt County 
Regional Planning 
Commission 
Rejects Tradewind 
Project

Jan. 18, 2019 12:09 pm 0:50 County 
Government

DeWitt County 
Board Approves 
Partnership With U
of I Vet School

Jan. 26, 2019 8:15 am 1:45 County 
Government

DeWitt County 
Board Chair Talks 
Clinton Lake 
Marina

Jan. 28, 2019 12:09 pm 2:45 County 
Government

County Board 
Chair Updates 
Wind Farm Vote 
Timeline

Feb. 23, 2019 4:18 pm 2:20 County 
Government

DeWitt County 
Zoning Board of 
Appeals 
Recommends 
Rejecting 
Tradewind Alta 
Farms II Wind 
Project

March. 13, 2019  7:15 am 7:25 County 
Government



>>DeWitt County Regional Planning Commission Rejects Tradewind Project

The DeWitt County Regional Planning Commission Tuesday night voted 3-1 against 
recommending a proposed wind farm in DeWitt County.

Tradewind Energy outlined their plans for the proposed $300-million project that would 
put an estimated 67 turbines across 12-thousand acres in the northwest corner of DeWitt 
County. The turbines would not exceed 591 feet. 

The Zoning Board of appeals next month will begin taking public input next month on 
the proposal from Tradewind. Those hearings are scheduled for February 5 beginning at 
5 pm at Clinton High School with other dates to include February 7-8 and February 19-
22. Hearings last from 5 pm to 10 pm, all at Clinton High School.

After the ZBA hears all testimony, they will pass send a recommendation to the County 
Board. 



>>DeWitt County Board Approves Partnership With U of I Vet School

The DeWitt County Board has entered into a five-year agreement to bring the University
of Illinois School of Veterinary school to come to Clinton and provide services for low 
income residents.

DeWitt County Board Chair says it is to allow low income pet owners to get their pets 
spayed or nuetered.

Cut: uofiagree1 :52 CUE:

The University of Illinois Veterinary School received a grant that allows them to provide
this service. 

Pet owners can contact the DeWitt County Animal Shelter to get more details. They can 
be reached at 217-935-3033.



>>DeWitt County Board Chair Talks Clinton Lake Marina

It will be a busy year at the Clinton Lake Marina in 2019.

With a new marina manager and improvements coming, DeWitt County Board Chair 
David Newberg is excited about the year ahead.

Cut 1: marina191 :47 CUE: two or three years

Newberg indicates the County Board's Marina Committee has been working to improve 
the breakwater. He explains they are paying to have one of the two replaced and 
installed.

Cut 2: marina192 :65 CUE: be exciting

Dock #2 needed a roof and Newberg exlains a lot of those projects are going to be in this
year's budget. He adds it will make their budget tight this year but they are able to afford
several projects this year.



>>County Board Chair Updates Wind Farm Vote Timeline

It is the final stretch of hearings and votes for a proposed wind farm in the northwest 
corner of DeWitt County.

The past few weeks, the DeWitt County Zoning Board of Appeals has been hearing 
evidence and testimony for the Tradewind Energy Alta Farms II wind project. DeWitt 
County Board Chair David Newberg indicates the final hearing for (FROM) Friday 
should be the end of the hearings and anticipates the ZBA voting sometime in March.

Cut 1: zbaupdate1        :66        CUE: some of this

Newberg indicates, once the proposal passes through the ZBA and reaches the County 
Board, they plan to schedule a special meeting just for the vote of the wind farm, likely 
to take place at a special location for the anticipated interest in the vote.

Cut 2: zbaupdate2        :32        CUE: last night

Newberg points out, when the County Board takes up the issue, there will be no new 
testimony or evidence that can be considered.



>>DeWitt County Zoning Board of Appeals Recommends Rejecting Tradewind Alta 
Farms II Wind Project

The DeWitt County Zoning Board of Appeals voted to recommend the DeWitt County 
Board reject the proposal of Tradewind Energy's Alta Farms II Wind Project in the 
northwest corner of DeWitt County at a special meeting of the ZBA at Clinton High 
School Tuesday night.

John Griffin started the meeting by motioning to recommend the project. He says the 
overarching theme from those in opposition was 'do the project somewhere else'.

Cut 1: zbameeting1        1:35        CUE: is possible

In going through six considerations, the ZBA discussed back and forth many concerns. 
They went back and forth on the turbines impact to the radar when storms roll. Mark 
Sterr is convinced there is a concern to public safety and David Waters also discussed 
his concerns.

Cut 2: zbameeting2        1:52         CUE: the radar

Waters additionally addressed the flicker effect for non-participating landowners. He 
recommends having non-participating landowners having zero impact from flicker 
effect, as opposed to the roughly ten hours per year they could be impacted.

Cut 3: zbameeting3        :63        CUE: it is controlled

After every consideration had been discussed, Griffin pointed to the pipeline project and 
the Highline project that is in the construction phase now that runs through central 
Illinois and DeWitt County. He explains no issues have arisen from that and there were 
no issues with things like tiling and drainage. Waters points out he sees the impacts of 
the Highline project almost daily, especially when trucks are taking equipment to and 
from their sites. Chair of the ZBA, Andy Hendricks says there was a difference between 
that project and the proposal of the wind farm.

Cut 4: zbameeting4        2:15        CUE: different thing here

The Board voted 5-1 to recommend the DeWitt County Board reject the proposal by 
Tradewind Energy.

After the meeting, Andrea Rhoades says Residents Against Wind Turbines in DeWitt 
County were pleased with the ruling and feel this should be an easy decision for the 
County Board following the ZBA and Regional Planning Commission's 



recommendations.

Cut 5: zbameeting5        :27        CUE: be approved

Tom Swierczewski with Tradewind Energy thanked the ZBA for their many hours of 
work but was ultimately disappointed with the recommendation.

Cut 6: zbameeting6        :24        CUE: all their time

Swierczewski had hoped they could have provided input when it came to some of the 
concerns that were addressed but did call some of them valid concerns.

DeWitt County Zoning Administrator Angie Sarver says to anticipate the DeWitt County
Board to take up the issue in April after they get a chance to review all the testimony. 
Board Chair David Newberg has indicated to Regional Radio News the Board will likely
set a special meeting date for the vote on the application. 



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WHOW, Clinton, IL,
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
issue

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of
program segment

DCDC To Begin 
Entreneur Program
Mirroring 
Monticello Model

Jan. 7, 2019 7:15 am 3:30 Economic 
Development

DCDC Touting 
Revamped 
Revolving Loan 
Fund

Feb. 6, 2019 4:15 pm 2:25 Economic 
Development

Clinton Chamber 
Opens Registration
for Annual 
Business Expo

Feb. 18, 2019 8:15 am 2:05 Economic 
Development

Local Business 
Owner Talks 
Minimum Wage 
Increase Impact

Feb. 28, 2019 4:15 pm 1:40 Economic 
Development

DCDC Hosting 
Leaders Breakfast 
This Thursday to 
Promote Revolving
Loan Fund

March 4, 2019 12:10 pm 2:00 Economic 
Development



>>DCDC To Begin Entreneur Program Mirroring Monticello Model

A program geared towards jumpstarting potential business owners is coming to DeWitt 
County.

The Business Bootcamp gives potential business owners tools and information to decide 
if they are ready to open their own business. It has been wildly successful in Monticello, 
helping them revitalize and rejuvenate their downtown and the DeWitt County 
Development Council is bringing it to Clinton later this year.

Cut 1: dcdcbootcamp1 :46 CUE: entrepeneurial spirit

That's David Torbert with the DCDC. He explains at the end of the program, those that 
have completed the four weeks get the opportunity to present their business ideas for a 
chance at $5,000.

Cut 2: dcdcbootcamp2 :39 CUE: downtown tif district

The Monticello model has worked for their community and Torbert says not only does it 
help the downtown area but business owners can work together to support each other.

Cut 3: dcdcbootcamp3 :48 CUE: do really well here

Torbert indicates not a lot of information is available yet for when they will start the 
program and start taking registrations. He hopes in the coming months they can start 
rolling out more information for those interested. 



>>DCDC Touting Revamped Revolving Loan Fund

The DeWitt County Development Council has long been associated with the revolving 
loan fund and after several years of re-establishing themselves in the community, the 
group is reminding local businesses they still have the loan for area business owners.

DCDC Board President David Torbert says while they continue to get re-acquainted 
with local business owners, they are also reminding them the revolving loan fund might 
be something to consider if they are expanding or adding new jobs.

Cut 1: revolveloan1        :30        CUE: here in the county

Torbert sings the praises of their Board Secretary, Lance White, who has helped revamp 
the revolving loan fund and allow it be available to more business owners. Initially, it 
was targeted for new and start-up businesses but White says as he looked at it, it just 
needed some adjustments.

Cut 2: revolveloan2        :68        CUE: easy application

March 7, DCDC is hosting a leaders breakfast at Cinco De Mayo in Clinton to promote 
their revolving loan fund. Torbert indicates they asking those interested to RSVP by 
visiting dcdc-illinois.org or you can contact find the DCDC on Facebook and send a 
message to them there. 



>>Clinton Chamber Opens Registration for Annual Business Expo

Groups and businesses have already started registering for the 2019 Clinton Chamber of 
Commerce Business Expo March 27 at Clinton High School.

Chamber Executive Director Marian Brisard says registration has opened for the annual 
event and she hopes it will be another great year with lots of vendors.

Cut 1: chamberbizzexpo1    :54        CUE: clinton high school

Brisard says pricing for the annual event varies.

Cut 2: chamberbizzexpo2    :33        CUE: your business as well

Brisard also points out the business expo is a great networking opportunity as it is a 
place where numerous businesses from across the community and central Illinois are all 
together in one place for about three to four hours.

Cut 3: chamberbizzexpo3    :20        CUE: networking opportunity

Again the Chamber Business Expo is Wednesday, March 27 at Clinton High School 
from 4 to 7 pm. If your business or non-profit is interested in being a part of this year's 
event, you can visit clintonilchamber.com or contact them at 217-935-3364. 



>>Local Business Owner Talks Minimum Wage Increase Impact

A local grocer is anticipating to see long term impacts from Democratic Governor JB 
Pritzker's starting wage hike to $15.

Dave Jackson, owner of Clinton Save-A-Lot, is expecting to see some inflation in a few 
years though anticipates it having minimal impact on his store.

Cut: 15davealot1 :27 Cue: to help do that

Jackson contends high school employment and fixed income consumers will be 
impacted the most. He adds consumers can expect to see automation from retailers and 
grocers as a result of the inflation they will experience. 

Cut: 15davealot2 :37 Cue: accountability

Jackson believes retailers will start planning now to address the hike. 



>>DCDC Hosting Leaders Breakfast This Thursday to Promote Revolving Loan Fund

If you are a business owner in, or around DeWitt County, the DeWitt County 
Development Council is inviting you to be a part of their latest leaders breakfast this 
Thursday morning at Cinco de Mayo.

David Torbert, President of the DCDC Board, says their leaders breakfast this time 
around is going to be to promote their revolving loan fund, which seeks to help business 
owners start up or expand their existing business.

Cut 1: leadersbreakfast1    :34        CUE: help the county

Torbert explains the USDA's Rural Development program made the opportunity to 
DeWitt County. He says it is a good opportunity to help local business grow and expand.

Cut 2: leadersbreakfast2    :30        CUE: that's there for

It is $10 to be a part of the leaders breakfast, again, Thursday morning at Cinco de Mayo
with a check in at 7:30 am.

Get more information or reserve your spot by contacting the DCDC via a Facebook 
message. 



QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST

There follows a listing of significant issues responded to by station WEZC, Clinton, IL, 
along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
January 1 to March 31.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which these
stories appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
issue

Program or
segment date

Time aired Duration Description of
program segment

Warner Hospital 
and Health 
Services Aiming 
To Improve 
Signage At Facility

Feb. 5, 2019 4:03 pm 1:45 Healthcare

Warner Hospital 
Exploring ER 
Expansion and 
New Building For 
Executive Offices

Feb. 7, 2019 3:03 pm 3:15 Healthcare

Warner Hospital 
CEO Watching 
Funding Proposals 
As Future of Rural 
Hospital's Funding 
Could Be Impacted

March 7, 2019 2:03 AM 3:35 Healthcare

Warner Hospital 
Health Services 
Highlights New 
Service at 2019 
Chamber Business 
Expo

March 28, 2019 2:03 am 2:00 Healthcare

Warner Hospital 
Eyeing Technology
Upgrades in 2019

March 29, 2019 3:03 am 2:05 Healthcare



>>Warner Hospital and Health Services Aiming To Improve Signage At Facility

If you've noticed the signage at Warner Hospital and Health Services being spotty and 
inconsistent in its functionality, you're not alone.

Administration at the city-owned entity is aiming to fix the issues once and for all. CEO 
Paul Skowron indicates they've been dealing with issues with their electronic sign on 
Van Buren Street for some time and he feels it's time they get it taken care of.

Cut 1: hospitalsign1        :22        CUE: new electronic sign

Skowron indicates the new sign will be a huge improvement with better clarity and they 
will be able to easier get messages out to the community.

Cut 2: hospitalsign2        :34        CUE: will be installed

Along with the new signage, Skowron indicates they are adding new computers to help 
keep up with the new system. He says these are all budgeted improvements and hopes it 
increases the visibility of all the things happening at Warner Hospital and Health 
Services. 



>>Warner Hospital Exploring ER Expansion and New Building For Executive Offices

Warner Hospital and Health Services have long felt crowded in their emergency room 
and now the administration and their board are working to tackle the issue.

CEO Paul Skowron indicates to Regional Radio News he and the hospital board are 
exploring an expansion of the emergency room, which would mean building a new 
building for their executive offices.

Cut 1: warnererexp1        :65        CUE: larger waiting room

According to Skowron, last week, they introduced the visuals to the hospital board. He 
indicates they got a good response from the board on perhaps starting something within 
the next year or year-and-a-half.

Cut 2: warnererexp2        :48        CUE: to the community

The hospital has been dreaming of expansion and even new facilities to some degree for 
a few years now and Skowron says this is the first step in what that might look like as 
the hospital continues to grow and evolve with 21st-century medical care.

Cut 3: warnererexp3        :60        CUE: 

According to Skowron, the renovation of the ER would add about 900-square feet in 
added space. 



>>Warner Hospital CEO Watching Funding Proposals As Future of Rural Hospital's 
Funding Could Be Impacted

February was a busy month for Warner Hospital CEO Paul Skowron. Not because the 
flu ran roughshod through the community and schools, but because he was in front of 
state and federal lawmakers to lobby to keep funding intact for rural hospitals in Illinois.

Skowron says he talked with Congressman Rodney Davis and Senator Dick Durbin in 
Washington, DC and talked with Senator Chapin Rose and first-term Representative Dan
Caulkins. Skowron indicates they were all receptive to his message.
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According to Skowron, the lawmakers are working on a program called "The Choice 
Program for Veterans", which seeks to provide veterans with a reasonable price for 
health care.
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In Springfield, the message was similar and Skowron says the representation for Clinton 
was very aware of the funding challenges facing rural hospitals, especially as it relates to
Medicaid reimbursements. 
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Skowron explains the federal government partially funds the Medicaid program and 
Medicaid makes up around 40-percent of the hospital's annual budget. 



>>Warner Hospital Health Services Highlights New Service at 2019 Chamber Business 
Expo

The atmosphere in the Clinton High School gym was as pleasant as the weather outside 
for the 2019 Clinton Chamber of Commerce Business Expo.

Executive Director Marian Brisard indicates the annual expo is an opportunity for the 
businesses and non-profits of the community to get in front of the community and for 
the community to provide input on what the community would like from them.
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The Warner Hospital and Health Services were informing the community Wednesday 
they would begin offering cataracts surgery in Clinton. CEO Paul Skowron says the city-
owned entity was using the expo to make the announcement.
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At the end of the event, Brisard was happy with the amount of people that came out for 
their annual event. 
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We'll have more from WHOW/WEZC's live coverage from the annual event throughout 
the coming days and weeks ahead on Regional Radio News. 



>>Warner Hospital Eyeing Technology Upgrades in 2019

The Warner Hospital and Health Services board approved the latest fiscal year budget 
for the city-owned facility but not without some advice heading to the future.

Earlier this week on Regional Radio News, we outlined the hospitals budget as it plans 
for the upcoming mandates surrounding minimum wage requirements in Illinois. CEO 
Paul Skowron says to become more efficient, the hospital has to get themselves up to 
speed surrounding 21st technology for themselves and the community.
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According to Skowron, a recent study showed the increased mandates around 
technology have actually had the opposite desired effect on the healthcare industry, so 
people are still needed despite their efforts to eliminate the need for so much staffing.
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On top of technology challenges and mandates from the state that will add $70,000 to 
the hospital's expenses this year, Skowron indicates the healthcare industry faces a 
shortage of doctors and nurses. 

We'll hear more from Skowron on the nursing shortage next week on Regional Radio 
News.


